
Lurante Inflatable Kayak Pioneer Tandem 2 
person

Lurante
Product number: LU-PT2

An inflatable kayak for two people as a recreational 
kayak

849,99 € * 849,99 €

Lurante Pioneer Tandem 2-person Kayak

Our brand new Lurante Pioneer Tandem is a versatile sit-on-top drop stitch kayak for two persons.

Assembly and disassembly of the kayak is quick and uncomplicated and can be done in about 10 minutes. 
With a weight of just 19kg, the kayak can be rolled up, stowed effortlessly in an included backpack and 
transported.

The solid construction of durable drop-stitch material, gives the Lurante Pioneer Tandem excellent 
dimensional stability and rigidity, similar to hard shell kayaks. The removable fin keeps the kayak on track 
even in windy and rough conditions.

The comfortable kayak seats with removable bags on the back, can be attached to the side of the boat in just 
a few steps using straps and carabiners. Booster seats for children are also included.

Inflatable kayak features:



Ergo seat including removable booster seats
Dual high pressure air pump with pressure gauge
Repair kit with PVC material
Two Combination paddle: can be used as double paddle or also as stand-up paddle
Three independent air chambers for increased safety
Load capacity: Max 316 kg (2 person max. 226 kg + 90 kg accessories)
Total weight: 28,8 kg (18,90 kg kayak + 9,9 kg accessories)

Scope of delivery of the Pioneer Tandem kayak:

1. inflatable sit on top kayak
2. 2 x Ergo seat including removable booster seats
3. 2 x combi paddle: transport size 82 cm, total weight 1,2 kg 

Assembled as double paddle - 1,56 m with 0,84 kg or 2,26 cm with 1,06 kg
Assembled as stand-up paddle - adjustable between 1,70 - 2,10 m with 0,81 kg

4. carrying bag (backpack) for kayak with wheels: 115 x 50 x 38 cm
5. Removable fin
6. double high pressure pump
7. repair kit

* incl. tax, plus shipping

https://www.koeder-laden.de/en/Shipping-and-Charges/

